Society of Thoracic Surgeons

Adult Cardiac
User Group Call

January 19, 2022
Agenda

Welcome and Introductions

STS Updates

IQVIA Updates

Education

User Feedback

- Include Ticket Number/Case Number
- *Use the raise-hand function and be sure to unmute yourself*
- **OR**
- *Submit using the Q&A function*
Important Dates for Adult Cardiac

19 Jan.
ACSD User Group Call @ 2pmCT

2 Feb.
ACSD Monthly Webinar @ 2pmCT

25 Feb.
ACSD Harvest 1 Closes
OR Dates Through 12/31/2021

Opt-out ends for ACSD H1

1 Mar.
Harvest 1 2022

• Closes February 25
• OR Dates through December 31 2021

January Training Manual

Audit Update
DCRI identified that the date range used for the CABG predicted values applied to the NQF and Odds ratio data was subset based on an incorrect date range instead of the full 3-year range (July 1, 2018 - June 30, 2021).

DCRI updated the date range to include the entire rolling three years. The NQF and OR CABG data has been updated reflecting the correct time period and patient populations within the 7/1/2021 - 6/30/2021 harvest report.

Please Note: This date range issue did not affect the star ratings.
Reports Notification

The ACSD Participant Dashboard Report was recently updated to correct the denominator logic for variables within the Postoperative Events section. Previously the logic for the following variables were not considering the parent variable - In Hospital Post-Op Events (Complics = Yes) and calculated on the total adult population.

- Aortic Intervention (CAORTREINT SEQ 6774)
- Stroke Perm (CNSTROKP SEQ 6810)
- ReOp Bleeding/Tampanade (COPREBLD SEQ 6755)
- Return To OR For Other Non-cardiac Reason (COPRENON SEQ 6780)
- ReOp Other Cardiac Reasons (COPREOTH SEQ 6778)
- ReOp for Valvular Dysfunction (COPREVLV SEQ 6765)
- Other-A Fib (COTAFIB SEQ 6945)
- Other-Cardiac Arrest (COTARRST SEQ 6905)
- Other-Anticoagulant Bleeding Event (COTCOAG SEQ 6929)
- Other-Gastro-Intestinal Event (COTGI SEQ 6935)
- Other-Pericardiocentesis (COTTAMP SEQ 6933)
- Pulm-Vent Prolonged (CPVNTLNG SEQ 6835)
- Unplanned Coronary Artery Intervention (CREINTMI SEQ 6771)
- Renal Failure (CRENFAIL SEQ 6870)
The below items are currently under review and targeted for the next scheduled release:

Release Timing: TBD

Reports

Risk Adjusted Report (analyzed)

• **STS-7715** – Export/Print - The Anesthesia section is printing for all participants who are not enrolled in Anesthesia component.

• **STS-6706** – The Risk Adjusted Report is cutting off the label descriptions when exported to PDF.

• **STS-7188** – Beta Blockers discrepancy identified with the denominator for Yes and Among Eligible Cases, contraindicated cases are being included in the denominator count

• **STS-7812** – Update benchmark calculation for the 1+ Platelet Units results to point to new variable for 4.20.2 data version
IQVIA Update

PLEASE NOTE:
SUBMITTED TICKETS ARE CURRENTLY UNDER REVIEW AND THE IQVIA SUPPORT TEAM WILL FOLLOW UP ON RESOLUTION AND/OR TARGET RELEASE CONFIRMATION.

THE IQVIA TEAM IS CURRENTLY REVIEWING ITEMS THAT WILL BE RELEASED IN AN UPCOMING RELEASE. THOSE ITEMS WILL BE POSTED TO THE NOTIFICATIONS SECTION.
IQVIA's Support Plan

Inquiries received outside live support hours will require a 24-hour turnaround window (i.e., one business day) for responses.
Education – ProcID Chart
Open Discussion

PLEASE USE THE Q&A FUNCTION.

WE WILL ANSWER AS MANY QUESTIONS AS POSSIBLE.

WE ENCOURAGE YOUR FEEDBACK AND WANT TO HEAR FROM YOU!
Thank you for joining!